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	Text19: Teddy Bear Press
	Important Dates:    Monday,  September   1  ...... DAYCARE CLOSED - Labor Day - paid holiday   Tuesday, September   2  ...... September snacks due   Monday,  September   8  ...... Preschool begins, bring backpacks daily except for Fridays   Monday,  September 29  ...... Color RED day, please wear RED today - babies too!  
	Announcements: Thank you to Amanda (Chloe) for the donation of baby wipes!  We use a LOT of wipes here!  Thank you!Thank you to Danyelle (Mia) for the donation of a large bag full of school/teacher supplies and a gift card.   All of it will be put to good use!  I really appreciate it.  Mark Your Calendars/Reminder!  - Daycare will be closed the week of October 6 - 10.  This is an unpaid vacation for me.
	Themes and Activities: I'm excited for the month of September.  I LOVE teaching the kids!  All of my Preschoolers this year are ages 3 to almost 5 and are 'repeat' kids who were here with me last year so we should only need a quick review of our school 'rules.'  There will be no 'Tasting Parties' this school year.  The kids loved this and parents you were very helpful with donations, however I found that preparing this activity takes a pretty fair amount of time and it was hard to fit everything into our school day.   We will be doing many Science experiments over the school year which is new for all of us, including myself.   I think this is something that will really be fun and educational for the children.  We will be concentrating more this year on 'writing' and fine motor skills such as using scissors. For September, please refer to your September Calendar for the themes and concepts we are working on.  If you can send your child in with any RELATED books, videos or items that correspond with any of our upcoming themes, please do so!  Please send these in BEFORE the theme day/week so I have the opportunity to incorporate them into our learning schedule.  Also, if you can donate any supplies it'd be much appreciated.  I keep an ongoing Preschool Supply Wish List in the files on our daycare FaceBook page.
	Some Quick Notes: It's hard to believe it's September and the kids are back to school!   Even though we'll soon be busy with our own Preschool, we will try hard to still have plenty of outdoor play time so we can take advantage of the nice weather for as long as possible.  Hopefully we can still have several more Pool & Popsicle Days as well.  I have designed our Preschool curriculum to be very flexible so on any given day we are able to cut it short if needed or extend it if the weather is bad or we are having a lot of fun with a particular activity/theme.  Clothing!  Please take the time to look at the daily weather forecast and keep in mind that we go outside mid to late morning.  Dress your child accordingly.  Wear or bring a sweater or jacket if needed and realize that while it's okay to go quickly from car to house without, your child is often 'cold' while playing outside for an extended period of time on a chilly morning.  Pick-Up Time!  A gentle reminder that all siblings who enter with a parent at pick-up time MUST have a seat and sit quietly until your departure.   This is a safety rule.  Also, please make these times as quick as possible and realize that in most cases I still have other children in care that need supervised and tended to.  Thank you for your understanding.  
	Text18: Step By Step ChildCare/Preschool
	Text2: http://stepbystepcc.com - 330-338-1315 - janalyn686@yahoo.com                 


